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I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the rest. 
1.a. jumped b. travelled c. seemed d. stared 
2.a.representative b. general c. refreshment d. celebrate 
3. a. controlled b. returned c. formed d. convinced. 
II. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the rest 
4.a. grateful b. delightful c. thoughtful d. wonderful 
5.a. disappointed b. competition c. representative d. participate 
III. Choose the best option to complete each sentence 
6. John reninded me ……….. his motorbike by 8 o’clock 
a. please return b. not forget return c. remember return d. to return 
7. Not a word ……….. since the exam stared 
a. she has written b. she had written c. had she written d. she wrote 
8………… the door, he was very surprised at what he saw. 
a. have opened b. when opened c. to opening d. opening 
9. The proposal has not met with ……….. agreement 
a. voluntary b. universal c. informal d. effective 
10. You won’t pass the exam ……….. you study more. 
a. unless b. as long as c. if d. whether 
11. The contest aimed to stimulate the spirit of learning  ……….. students. 
a. on b. for c. of d. among 
12. Such questions provide a useful mean of ………… students’ interest. 
a. expressing b. encouraging c. stimulating d. providing 
13. We took part in a sponsored walk …………. to support the poor. 
a. organized b. had organized c. that organized d. organizing 
14. We were made ………. hard when we were at school. 
a. to study b. study c. studying d. studied 
15. The teacher said “ Time is up” It means “ Time is ……….” 
a. started b. increased c. shortened d. finished 
16. The number of people receiving reading and writing lesson ……… over 4500 by 
2001. 
a. came b. went c. arrived d. reached 
17. Never …………… to school late. 
a. do she go b. she goes c. does she go d. did she goes 
18. With new technology, cameras can take pictures of under water valleys …….. 
colour. 
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a. within b. for c. in d. by 
19. To release pain caused by servere burns, prevent infection, treat for shock,……. 
Immediate steps. 
a. taking b. to take c. taken d. take 
20. Physical fitness exercises can cause injuries………. the participants are not 
careful. 
a. that b. to c. if d. with 
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21. “ Would you like to come on a picnic with us?”- He …….. us to come on a picnic 
with them. 
a. advised b. ordered c. invited d. begged 
22. “Can I borrow your pen?” – He …….. to borrow my pen. 
a. asked b. begged c. warned d. threatened 
23. “ Don’t  forget to go to the supermarket after work” – She ……… her husband to 
go the super market after work. 
a. ordered b. asked c. reminded d. warned 
24. By the end of this year, my father ……….. in this company for 10 years. 
a. has been working b. has worked c. will have been working d. will work 
25. ………. received law degrees as today. 
a. never so many women have b. never have so many women 
c. the women have never d. women who have ever 
26. It is no use ……. to school if you ……….to work hard. 
a. going/do not ready b. to go/ do not ready 
c. going/ are not ready d. go/ are not ready 
27. By the year 2010, many people currently employed………. their job. 
a. will have lost b. will be losing c. have lost d. are losing 
28. I wish everything………. so expensive. 
a. wouldn’t be b. would be c. won’t be d. could be 
29. We visited Canada and ……….. United States. 
a. no article b. a c. an d. the 
30. The prisoner ………. to have escaped by climbing over a wall. 
a. thought b. is thought c. is think d. has thought 
31. I don’t mind your……….. the phone as long as you pay for your call. 
a. use b. to use c. using d. used 
32. Sleeping, resting and …….. are the best way to care for a cold. 
a. to drink fluids b. drank fluids c. one drink fluids d. drinking fluids 
33. He is interested …….. music. 
a. of b. in c. at c. on 
34. Would you mind ……….the window ? 
a. open b. to open c. opened d. opening 
35. He advised me ………… English. 
a. learn b. learns c. to learn d. learning 
IV. Choose the one word or phrase that must be changed onder for the sentence 
to be correct 
36. Mary asked me when I have picked An up. 

A B C D 
37. If the driver had seen the stop sign, the accident wouldn’t happen. 

A B C D 
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38. She left the house in hurry without saying goodbye to our. 
A B C D 
 

39. She takes vitamins to felt healthier. 
A B   C D 

40. Please give me a few sugar in my coffee, I prefer it sweet. 
A B C D 
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V.  Reading 
A  /  Yamada  is  working  for  Kawanda  Company  and  his  job  is  ……(41)…… 

pipes in cars. Every morning, he gets up at 5:15 and has a big ………(42)…….. 
with eggs, vegetable soup, rice, and green tea. At 5:55, he leaves his two-room 
apartment to walk  to the train station while his children are still sleeping. He gets 
on   the   train   at   6:30   and   ….…(43)…..   seventy   minutes   later.   Yamanda 
……(44)…… walks to the factory to have his card punched five minutes before 
the bell rings. He begins his work at 8:00 with a set of five-minute exercise. At 
noon he has lunch with rice, fish , vegetables, and hot tea. He rarely takes a rest 
after  lunch.  He sometimes  plays  badminton  or  joins  a  group  of  workers  for 
talking. 

Work resumes at 1:00 p.m. with another set of exercise. Yamanda’s day 
……(45)….. at 5:00 p.m., but sometimes he has an hour or two of overtime. 
 
41. A. installing B. being installed C. installed D. install 
42. A. lunch B. dinner C. breakfast D. meals 
43. A. goes to B. gets off C. goes off D. gets up 
44. A. hurriedly B. hurried C. hurry D. hurrying 
45. A. starts B. continues C. begins D. ends 

B.Read the passage and then choose the best answer. 
Tropical forests have supplied us with many sorts of plans for food, medicine and 
industry. They could probaly supply man much more. They also reduce floods and 
druoghs, keep water clean, and slow down the Green House effect. However, the 
tropical forests are being destroyed to make rooms for things like farms and fields. 
Besides that, forest fires are the most terrible destrution. About 20 million hectares 
are lost every year – an area is twice larger than the size of Australia. The World 
Wildlife  Fund is working to protect and save the forests that are in danger ; to 
plan new trees for fuel wood and to slow down the Green house effect. It 
encourages goverments to think about the forests and their importance when 
giving international aid. 

46. What are the useful things of tropical forests ? 
a. They supply us with many sorts of plans 
b. They reduce floods and droughts 
c. They keep water clean and slow down the green house effect 
d. all are correct 
47. The most terrible destruction of tropical forests is……….. 
a. farms and fields b. fires c. water d. Greenhouse 

Effect 
48. How many hectares of forests are lost every year ? 
a. an area which is as large as Australia 
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b. an area which is three times larger than Australia 
c. about 20 million hectares 
d. it can’t be estimated 
49. The WorldWild Fund is working to…….. 
a. protect and save forests that are in danger 
b. fire forests 
c. encourage people to destroy trees 
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d. all are correct 
50. The Worldwild Fund………. 
a. give no money to protect forest 
b. supplies aid to protect forests 
c . encourages people to destroy  forest 
d. doesn’t want to protect forest 

The end 
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